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The Poopy Diaper Part 2

Proper Noun went back to the nurse and sobbed his story to her. He changed his diaper and the nurse said

that if he soiled himself again then she would let him stay the night at the nurses' office.

He skipped along in a pink poofy diaper and his lilac Preposition or subordinating conjunction with a white frilly

school Preposition or subordinating conjunction on and went outside to play. He sat down and as he ate his lunch

some mean Noun - Plural came up to him and picked him up by the feet, flipping his Noun and

showing the world his pink diaper.

"Let me down, now!" He cried, feeling his stomach grumble.

"Oh look, baby Proper Noun gonna poo-poo his diapie!" One of the Verb - Past Tense mocked,

throwing him down and pulling his Adverb up. Proper Noun couldn't stop himself and let out a

muffled fart, followed by soft mushy Noun expanding the seat of the diaper and filling it up. He stood

up and crossed his legs as he let out an uncontrollable stream of Noun that made the diaper leak onto a

puddle on the floor. Proper Noun couldn't take it anymore, and his knees gave way as he Verb - 

Past Tense , his diaper squishing as he fell into the grass.

Verb - Past Tense woke up in the nurses' office,wearing an even frillier Coordinating conjunction and shirt

and a bulky diaper with a pink cover. He held his aching Noun and moaned "Zere is a pain in mein

tummy.." The nurse felt his head and said that he'd come down with a Noun and a mild case of

Noun Noun . He whimpered as a soft load of Noun expanded his diaper again, only

this time he felt sick too.

"I think zat I'm going to be s-" Verb - Past Tense whimpered and rushed off to the bathroom where he was

sick. He changed his diaper and went back to bed, sobbing. He didn't notice that the Adjective girl was

putting a cold cloth on his head and feeding him medicine...

To be continued, maybe...
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